
MACHINE MADE



For more than four generations, the Feizy family has been delivering the artistry of 
fine rugs to discerning clients across the globe. Over the past 45 years, we have 
handpicked and consciously created a collection of exquisite handmade pieces, 
durable power-loomed designs, and indulgent one-of-a-kind rugs. Building on the 
timeless traditions of the first craftsmen who painstakingly mapped and Hand-
knotted each design, we strive to ensure that each of our rugs will be as treasured 
as a precious family heirloom.  
 
As we continue to evolve and expand upon the exceptional quality standards, 
unsurpassed service and innovation synonymous with the Feizy brand, I am 
excited to share the latest Feizy Rugs catalogs. Full of fresh designs in our luxury 
Fine and versatile Lifestyle Collections, each book features our newest groupings, 
crafted with the same passion for beauty and love for the art of rug-making I had 
when I started the company in 1973.

We appreciate your partnership and hope you'll enjoy these finely-crafted pieces.

Sincerely, 

John Feizy
Founder & CEO
Feizy Rugs



We're the Designers & Manufacturers. 
 
In-house turnkey design and manufacturing 
allow Feizy to expedite the production lifecycle, 
delivering your product before many of our 
competitors deliver designs to their contract-
based manufacturers. Our corporate design team 
is in constant communication with domestic and 
overseas facilities, including our company-owned 
manufacturing factory where we power-loom 
our own rugs. This ensures that colors, designs 
and textures are always on-trend. Our direct 
manufacturing capabilities allow us to efficiently 
and effectively produce the most inspired, highest-
quality merchandise for our customers.

We're Artisans Supporting Artists.  
 
From the designers who imaginatively create our 
products to the weavers who deftly craft each rug 
in our line, Feizy has a long history of supporting 
the art of rug-making and the community building 
beautiful spaces from it. The Feizy family has set 
the industry standard for marrying amazing quality 
to design. Using skilled craftsmen across three 
continents, the company remains committed to 
pushing the envelope of new constructions while 
perfecting and preserving the historical traditions 
that surround it.

We're a Family Providing for Families.  
 
In the least developed countries where we 
manufacture, one child out of every four is 
involved in some form of dangerous labor. Feizy is 
committed to ending this practice.  
Our facilities never use child labor. Moreover, we 
proudly support Feed My Starving Children (FMSC), 
a valuable non-profit that provides nutritious 
meals to starving children locally, domestically and 
internationally. Today, FMSC has provided more 
than 333 million meals to malnourished children 
globally, helping build a brighter future for children 
around the world.  
 
To learn more about FMSC, please visit their 
website: www.fmsc.org.
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6 Bestsellers

Sizes 1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.81m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
12' x 15' (3.66m x 4.57m)
2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

3567F Beige/Gold

3563F Beige/Gray

From nature-inspired opulence to traditional 
elegance, the Aura Collection uses ultra-soft 
polyester and polypropylene to create a canvas of 
gold and champagne. The on-trend designs behind 
the Aura Collection helps to create impressive and 
sophisticated spaces.

Construction Machine-made
Materials Polyester & Polypropylene
Origin Turkey

AURA

3727F Beige/Gold

Note: Some designs may not be available in all sizes. Contact your sales rep 
for details.
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Aura

3735F Gold/Gray3734F Gold/Gray
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3739F Ivory/Gold3738F Gold/Ivory

3737F Gold/Gray3736F Gold/Beige
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Aura



10 Bestsellers

Sizes 1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.81m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
12' x 15' (3.66m x 4.57m)
2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

Construction Machine-made
Materials Polyester & Polypropylene
Origin Turkey

Designed to make a statement, the Azure collection 
embraces contemporary and fluid movements 
to inspire texture and depth. This eye-catching 
collection is comparable to works of art that will 
command attention in any room. Its beautiful blue 
metallic polyester and polypropylene yarns are woven 
to perfection, making pieces from this collection a 
must have.  

AZURE

3401F Gray/Blue

Note: Some designs may not be available in all sizes. Contact your 

sales rep for details.
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Azure

3403F Blue/Silver3402F Blue/Gray
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3406F Beige/Blue3405F Silver/Blue
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Azure

3525F Blue/Gray 3539F Gray/Blue

3524F Gray/Silver3413F Blue/Beige
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Viscose & Acrylic
Origin Turkey

Inspired by the elegant architecture and poetic colors 
of Cadiz Spain Feizy's Cadiz Collection features 
approachable designs in soothing hues that gently 
fold into peaceful gradients. The intricately detailed 
patterns colors and textures of handmade rugs are 
re-interpreted in an ultra-dense machine-woven pile 
affording an opulent look at a more accessible price 
point.

Sizes 2'2"x 3'2" (0.66m x 0.97m)
3'1"x 5' (0.94 x 1.52m)
4'10" x 7'10" (1.47m x 2.39m)
6'6" x 9'6" (1.98m x 2.29m)
7'9" x 11' (2.36m x 3.35m)
9'9" x 13'2" (3.02 x 4.01m)
3'1" x 10' Runner (0.94 x 3.05m)

CADIZ

3888F Light Gray

3887F Ivory/Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Cadiz

3890F Blue/Gray3889F Ivory/Blue
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3903F Ivory/Multi

3892F Light Gray/Ivory

3902F Multi

3891F Blue/Ivory
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Cadiz

3990F Dark Gray/Ivory3989F Light Gray/Black
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Micro Polyester
Origin India

Delightfully enchanting the Colton Collection 
highlights the dynamic details of linear designs. 
Simple shapes and a neutral color palette create 
a modern minimalistic backdrop for home decor 
while the high-low pile adds stunning dimensionality. 
Power-loomed in a micro-polyester pile this collection 
is inherently stain resistant making it a stylish and 
functional choice for high traffic areas.

Sizes 2' x 3' (0.61m x 0.91m)
3'6"x 5'6" (1.07m x 1.68m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
8' x 10' (2.44m x 3.05m)
9'6" x 13'6" (2.90m x 4.12m)

COLTON

8793F Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Colton

8318F Denim 8627F Charcoal
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Colton

8791F Brown

8792F Blush 8794F Mist

8627F Slate
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Polyester & Polypropylene
Origin Turkey

The on-trend distressed look of the Kano Collection 
invokes a nostalgic and inviting coziness as inky blacks 
and sophisticated grays are accented with indulgent 
ivory and warm beige. Sublimely stylish motifs are 
approachable and versatile fitting effortlessly into  
any setting.

Sizes 2'2" x 4' (0.66m x 1.22m)
4'3" x 6'3" (1.30m x 1.90m)
5'3" x 7'6" (1.60m x 2.29m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
7'10" x 11' (2.39m x 3.35m)
10'2" x 13'9" (3.10m x 1.65m)
2'7"x 8' Runner (0.79m x 2.44m)
8'9" Round (2.76m x 2.76m)

KANO

3871F Charcoal/Ivory 3872F Sand/Charcoal

3877F Charcoal/Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Kano

3873F Sand/Ivory

3875F Gray/Charcoal 3876F Charcoal/Ivory

3874F Gray/Ivory
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3853F Gray/Beige

3847F Beige/Gray

Construction Machine-made
Materials Polypropylene & Polyester
Origin Turkey

The Kyra Collection has a stunning array of design 
styles that range from contemporary chic to stylish 
traditionals. Machine made from super soft polyester 
and polypropylene that give off a lustrous sheen, this 
collection is sure to bring durable luxury to any room. 

Sizes 2'2" x 4' (0.66m x 1.22m)
4'3"x 6'3" (1.30m x 1.90m)
5'3 x 7'6" (1.60m x 2.29m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
7'10" x 11' (2.39m x 3.35m)
10'2" x 13'9" (3.10m x 1.65m)
2'7" x 8' Runner (0.79m x 2.44m)
8'9" Round (2.76m x 2.76m)

KYRA
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Kyra

3855F Ivory/Blue3854F Gray/Blue
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Kyra

3859F Blue/Beige

3857F Beige/Blue

3858F Gray/Yellow

3856F Gray/Beige
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Polyester & Polypropylene
Origin Turkey

The Micah Collection is woven with high grade shrink 
polyester fibers adding a subtle depth to the super-
soft polypropylene, and metallic polyester fibers. The 
result is stunning, shimmering pieces with intricately 
detailed texture uncommon in power-loomed rugs. 
With a palette of ecru, hues of gray, silver and black, 
the designs lend themselves to transitional and 
contemporary settings alike and are capable of 
withstanding high traffic areas. On-trend patterns 
dance across each pile as the light plays off the 
accents of metallic fibers strategically woven into  
each design.

Sizes 1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.86m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

MICAH

3336F Silver/Gray

3044F Beige/Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Micah

3047F Beige/Silver

3046F Beige/Gray

3048F Gray/Silver

3045F Ivory/Silver
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3339F Black3338F Black/Silver

3337F Black/Dark Gray3049F Silver
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Micah
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PARKER

3702F Silver/Ivory

3701F Ivory/Gray

Construction Machine-made
Materials Polyester & Viscose
Origin Turkey

The Parker collection harnesses the elements of 
nature through its abstract distressed designs. 
Featuring warm, neutral and tonal colorations, this 
collections lustrous viscose and polyester pile creates 
a contemporary canvas to ground any room. 

Sizes 1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.86m)
4'3" x 6'3" (1.30m x 1.90m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
6'7" x 9'6" (2.01m x 2.90m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Parker

3709F Gray/Beige 3719F Silver/Beige

3704F Beige/Blue 3705F Ivory/Gray
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Polypropylene & Polyester
Origin Turkey

The Prasad Collection's unassuming palette offers 
a considerable canvas to showcase its alluring and 
pensive designs. Using a variety of grays, charcoal, 
ecru and subtle blue, the dynamic shimmer from the 
high-low finishes translate to sheer elegance and 
glamour. Power-loomed with a new polypropylene 
yarn that mimics the ultra-soft texture and lavish sheen 
of viscose, each design in the Feizy Prasad Collection 
is a striking piece that steals the spotlight.

Sizes 1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.86m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

PRASAD

3678F Cream

3682F Light Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Prasad

3679F Charcoal

3683F Gray3681F Light Blue

3680F Charcoal/Gray
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Prasad

39AEF Light Blue/Ivory

3894F Light Gray

3970F Gray

3893F Gray/Ivory
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Construction Machine-made
Materials Viscose & Polyester
Origin Turkey

Ethereal gradients of brooding charcoal and cozy ivory 
are accented with delicate notes of soothing cerulean 
and warm yellow in the beautifully monochromatic 
Sarrant Collection.  Power-loomed of luminous space-
dyed viscose, these decadent pieces feature a sublime 
sheen that instantly feels opulent in an approachable 
color palette of tone-on-tone neutrals that are refined 
yet easy to decorate with. 

Sizes 2" x 3' (0.61m x 0.91m)
4' x 5'3" (1.22m x 1.60m)
5' x 7'2" (1.52m x 2.19)
6'7" x 9'10" (2.01m x 2.77)
7'10" x 9'10" (2.39m x 2.77)
9'6" x 12'7" (2.90m x 3.84m)
12' x 15' (3.66m x 4.57m)
2'8" x 8' Runner (0.81m x 2.44m)
2'8" x 10' Runner (0.81m x 3.05m)
2'8" x 12' Runner (0.81m x 3.66m)

SARRANT

3963F Smoke
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Sarrant

3967F Charcoal3966F Gray

3965F Sand3964F Stone
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3602F Ivory

Construction Machine-made
Materials Polypropylene & Polyester
Origin Turkey

Designed with a delicate palette and subtle sheen, the 
Feizy Waldor Collection impresses with a captivating 
aesthetic for any space. Using versatile colorways 
featuring taupe, birch gray, and sterling, the dynamic 
high-low finishes in each rug accentuate the compelling 
patterns. Power loomed with a polypropylene blend, 
the Waldor Collection boasts a luxurious sheen and 
feel without excessive maintenance making it an easy 
choice for your dream design.

Sizes 2'2" x 4' (0.66m x 1.22m)
5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)
8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)
10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)
2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

WALDOR

© Tobias Tovera
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Waldor

3837F Beige3683F Beige
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Lifestyles Collection | Machine-made | Waldor

3971F Gold/Sand3970F Gold/Birch

3969F Gold/Sterling3968F Gray
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes



To find your local sales rep:
800.779.0877 | sales@feizy.com

feizy.com


